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Photographer PIET 
JOHNSON and set designer 
and stylist JENNIFER KAY 
capture the essence of seven 
fragrances in ice

Words — Carson Parkin-Fairley
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FROZEN  IN TIME



Perfume: 
left Ella K Baisier  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Above
‘Replica’ by Maison Margiela

ELLA K PARFUMS 
BAISER DE FLORENCE 
The glow of olibanum and myrrh seeps out, 
illuminating heliotrope and jasmine bushes. It 
casts a spotlight onto the iris flower, in all its 
glory, while clouds of powdery musk drift by. 
70ml, £175   

FRÉDÉRIC MALLE 
PORTRAIT OF A LADY 
She looks in the mirror to see a face  
of crimson rose petals, incense 
smoke billowing in the background. 
Patchouli leaves burn with 
cinnamon and cloves in the 
fireplace, while bowls of raspberries 
and blackcurrants sit nearby. 50ml, 
£158 
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EX NIHILO  
FLEUR NARCOTIQUE 
Dewy peonies drip bergamot juice  
over bowls of lychees and sliced peaches. 
Orange blossom and jasmine flowers 
bloom from the same bitter-orange tree. 
Moss crawls up its roots from the earth. 
100ml, £240
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SERGE LUTENS  
LA FILLE DE BERLIN 
A garden sprouts from ruins. Roses grow 
tall, geraniums scent the air, palmarosa, 
patchouli and moss grow underfoot.  
Bees pollinate honey-drenched flowers.  
A beauty that thrives in the face  
of destruction. 100ml, £160 

LE LABO 
IRIS 39 
Underneath the exquisite iris  
flower sprout roots entombed in  
earth, shrouded in dusty patchouli. 
Nearby, violets and ylang-ylang  
grow, and a bergamot tree overhead 
drops its fruit. Fragrance from a 
selection  
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MAISON FRANCIS KURKDJIAN 
BACCARAT ROUGE
An amberwood tree grows in the garden 
of a palace. Jasmine blooms, sprinkled 
with saffron, imitate gold. Ambergris, fir, 
and the metallic scent of money wafts in 
the cool autumn air. 70ml, £200 

GUCCI 
THE ALCHEMIST’S GARDEN 
A SONG FOR THE ROSE 
A chaise longue is scattered with 
ballet-slipper-pink rose petals. Its feet 
carved from the wood of trees in the 
courtyard. Its cushion cloaked in soft 
musks. As you take a seat, the tune of 
‘A Song for the Rose’ is hummed in the 
distance. 100ml, £240. All fragrances 
available from Harvey Nichols  
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